Manual Stacking with Stellina, using APP (Astro Pixel Processor)
I Used the first 2.5 pages of the “Manual Stacking with Stellina” V1.1.1, by Capitaine Nautilus.
I left the original text I took over from Capitaine Nautilus, in bold. Doing so, I will try to keep as close as possible to the already
known flow.

Introduction

“Manual stacking” is the process of taking the individual images captured by Stellina and stacking them yourself
in a specialized application. This is automatically done by Stellina on the fly and generates the JPEG and TIFF
images obtained in Stellinapp. This document is not a full-fledged tutorial but rather a modus operandi, a series of
steps that will help you on your way. I know that it is difficult to find how to do it but once you know the tricks, it
is easy. If you want to have a deeper understanding of the processes, I invite you to read Astro pixel processor
(Aries) documentation.
Stacking does not produce any ready-to-see image. The TIFF you get will be mostly black. You will need to
“develop” it in an image processing software (like Affinity Photo, Photoshop or Pixinsight). This document will not
cover this part as there are already many tutorials explaining this, e.g. the tutorial for processing Stellina’s TIFF
on Vaonis website.
This document is aimed at Stellina’s users. Stellina is an automated astrophotography station that collects, stacks
and processes images of the deep sky. All along this document, I shall use Stellina terminology. However, this
document could probably be useful for all kinds of systems that capture raw images of the sky.
English is not my first language, so I apologize in advance for any mistake or awkwardness in my style. I decided
to use this language so that it would be readable by a maximum of Stellina users.

Why do it manually?
Manual stacking adds quite a bit of hurdle to the process of getting a picture out of Stellina. Why bother? Here are, for me, the
main reasons, by decreasing order of importance:
1. It allows you to collect data over several nights, thus reaching a much higher number ofimages.
2. It produces images in full resolution (6MP) instead of half, and in 32 bits instead of 16 (TIFF) or 8 (JPEG)
3. You have total control about which images you stack. Stellina does an incredible job of rejecting bad images… but it also
accepts some that you might want to remove.
4. You are no longer faced with the dilemma of restarting or not a capture when Stellina warns you that the temperature
has dropped by more than 3°C. Just refocus and restart the capture, and you’ll stack both sessions together. I never wait
until Stellina warns me. As soon as I see the temperature dropping by one degree or more, I refocus.
5. You can leave Stellina to collect data all night long while you are sleeping. It will close itself automatically when the sky
becomes too clear at dawn and the images will be waiting for you on the USBkey.

Hardware and software needed
Mandatory
●
●
●
●
●

Stellina, or another telescope with a sensor that captures images.
An USB key of at least 32 GB to collect those images
A computer running Windows to process the images. You need a lot of RAM, of processing power (having several
processors will help a lot) and of hard disk capacity.
An application to stack the images. There are several. Here we shall use Astro Pixel Processor, from now on named APP.
This application is free. It runs on Windows only.
Time. Selecting the images takes time. Stacking them takes time (although you don’t need to be present). Developing
the resulting TIFF takes time. Each picture is the result of a lot of work, typically several hours.

Optional
●

An application that can read big files without crashing, like Notepad++. I use it to read the header of the FITS.

●

Python to automatise the FITS selection process.

Some terminology
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●

FITS: format of the brute images collected by Stellina, the ones you are going to stack. Often used to represent the
images themselves.
Light frames: images containing the data you want to see and stack. In Stellina, they are in the FITS format
Dark frames: images without any exterior signal. They only contain sensor noise. They look like black images with
random coloured pixels. Using darks is optional. It allows removing sensor noise from the final image, thus improving
its quality. Dark frames are specific to the sensor, you can’t use the dark frames from another Stellina.
Flat, bias, offset frames: As we can’t (yet?) collect those images with Stellina, we won’t discuss them. They are other
ways to purify the signal from the sky.
File list: List of light and dark images, saved for reuse in APP.
Registering: image analysis that prepares your lights and darks for selection and stacking. You only need to register
each FITS once.
Stacking: mathematical process that combines lights to increase the signal-to-noise ratio, thus producing a better
image of dark objects.
Bayer pattern: Red-green-blue pattern of the matrix filter used to produce colour images from sensors that can only
measure the intensity of light. Stellina only uses two Bayer patterns: “BGGR” and “RGGB”.

Collecting images
Before powering up Stellina, plug your USB drive in the telescope. Switch it on, connect Stellinapp. If the USB
drive is recognized, you should get this dialog box:

Tap on it and ensure that all the boxes are checked, like this:

Debug files are optional. If you want to use my Python script for FITS selection,
you’ll need them. Otherwise, you can leave it unchecked.

Collecting Light frames
Proceed with your capture as you would normally.
Once finished, close Stellina, unplug it, and carry the USB drive to your
computer.

Taking Dark frames
Taking dark frames is optional. You may ignore this section for your first tries.

After about 30 to 45 minutes of capture, place a dark object over Stellina’s arm to
block all light from reaching its sensor. The cardboard box of Stellina’s Gitzo tripod fits
perfectly (see picture). Leave it like that for 5 to 10 minutes. You can then continue
with your capture normally. The FITS collected during that period will be your darks.
You only need to do that about once per season, as darks depend only on external
temperature (as long as you cannot change gain and exposure time in Stellina).
However, you will need to get darks for RGGB and BGGR Bayer patterns. So, you must
repeat that operation on two objects which you know what pattern they use. That can
be a bit tricky…
APP (Astro Pixel Processor by Aries) software, 30days try for free or lifetime license
https://www.astropixelprocessor.com/product/astro-pixel-processor-30-day-trial-license/

Importing FITS into APP
Note About Dark Frames:
When you start taking them, I write down the actual time and the latest stacked image number on
my smartphone.
When you stop taking darks, I write down the actual time and the first reappeared stacked image
number on my smartphone.
(This will help you to find very fast your darks) => Move them to Darks folder to separate them from
the series of shots taken.
Note that the time used on your USB-stick is in GMT, not your local time!
First, copy the FITS from your USB key to your hard drive. The files you need are in the
folders that contain “capture” in their name. Each time you start a new capture or do a
refocus you get a new folder. For instance:
K:\stellina-a8f7dc\309\2020-07-04_22-26-20-observation-IC59\22-27-40-capture initial
K:\stellina-a8f7dc\311\2020-07-06_23-59-11-observation-C9\00-05-55-capture-adjust-framing
K:\stellina-a8f7dc\311\2020-07-06_23-59-11-observation-C9\00-10-31-capture-adjust-focus

You may ignore the other folders.
Copy all the files in those “capture” folders to your hard disk. The files you’ll need for
the stacking are the
*. fits. You’ll also find the JPEG and TIFF there (if you chose to save them) but you will
not need them for the stacking. Those are ALL the images captured by Stellina. Some
were bad (because of a cloud, bad tracking or whatever reason) and Stellina did not use
them for its automatic stacking. The FITS that were stacked have a corresponding JPEG
(same number).

I hunt down my fits manually according to time written
down and Avis FV fits viewer (see below)
Your dark frames, if you took any, are
among those that were not used.
A way to automatize this process is to use
the Python script I (Capitaine Nautilus)
uploaded on Stellina’s Facebook.
Another way I use: start Avis FV2.0 and
click on the “open” icon (first icon left bar
under ‘file’), I click on a fits file and then
you can scroll very fast with arrow
up/down (keyboard) or
even faster with page up/down.
Avis FV2.0 software can be found: (freeware)
http://www.msbsoftware.it/avis/avisfv.zip
One will see something like the example right: an example of a dark.
Interesting fact: when you scroll down very fast (hold page down), you will see a kind of white
squares (picture above) if you are in a BGGR format (standard as long as you don’t flip over the
zenith while observing). Once the Stellina flips over, you will see black squares and see that the
Bayer Pattern changes to RGGB.

INTRODUCTION TO APP
Now Open APP (Astro Pixel Processor), You will be asked to set your working directory. All process
files during the processing will be saved in this directory. You must see that there is sufficient space
free on that drive. I took in this example D:\
Chose in (CFG) how many memory and processors and type of processing (OpenGL4) may be used
(normally, take max processors -1 or -2 and Memory = total -1 or 2 GB)
Once started, you will see that there will always be a processing screen in background, this is normal
and sometimes handy to know if the process you initiated has finished yet.
You will directly see the whole possible flow from import till finale stacked image on a left-hand
panel (picture below).
0) you may forget at this moment, as this is for advanced editing.
1) is the place to be for “image” real import,
2) Calibration is where you are going to rectify your pictures with
respect to darks, bias, flats etc,
3) star calibration, an important one, runs through all selected images
so you can choose what to keep depending on first impressions (e.g.
star shape, star quantity or quality,
4) register all stack (same as DSS)
5) normalise, this is something unique and solely with APP, all stacks
are compared to each other and equilibrated or normalised. This is a
final crucial step and gives the user an enormous possibility of factors
on which one can determine to choose an image for stacking or not.
E.g. Stellina’s tracking is not always 100% and thus will the RMS
stacking quality be lower, or you can have a jump in background
luminosity etc. you can show a graph of it an decide to leave out some
images for stacking.
6) Integration, this is the real stacking
(there are no 7 and 8, they are left pen for future development)
9) Tools, to give a finishing touch to the stacked image.
Note: You can start APP also with only 1 stacked image that can come
from another program such as DSS, Pixinsight, … and go directly to 9)
Tools, to optimise that image.

Note: You can find an explanation on Youtube on every topic

START IMPORTING TO APP
Multi-channel may be unmarked: Stellina has no filter wheel or that kind of possibilities
Multi session may be marked when only when you have RGGB and BGGR or when you explicitly
want to manage your different sessions (e.g. after changing battery, or several days of observations)
Auto -detect may be left marked unless you are restarting importing old, processed data
Then, enter a name of your observation, e.g. M33 or NGC 281 ...
Now click on light and appoint the directory of your lights (if multiple sessions click what session)
Do not chose any channel, leave assign RGB/Mono marked (Stellina does not allow filters yet � )
you will get this question only if you have left multi-channel marked and or the possibility to choose
which session you’re uploading, if you had multisession marked (see above)
Darks click on darks and appoint the directory of your lights (if multiple sessions click what session or
all sessions). Same remark here (all channels and all sessions if you left these options marked)
This is an interesting one, if ALL sessions are BGGR for example and you have multiple sessions, you
need only once to import them and assign the darks to all sessions at one.
 Despite other programs as DSS, APP can stack all frames (BGGR and RGGB) at once
(NOTE: IN the future when darks were processed already, you may directly import (a) master
dark(s))

Registering and stacking in one step
This is the “quick” and dirty way: you’ll let APP choose alone which FITS are good and which are not.
6) Integration
Click on 6), choose how many lights you want to stack (mostly 20% is a good reference in this case)
Then scroll down how you want to stack, normally I take full, but If you really want zero effort, chose
reference. You can also choose crop, to focus on your object (nebula ….)

and scroll down and click on the button integrate
APP will now batch process everything till the final stacked image.

Registering, selecting and stacking in three steps.
There is not much difference with the previous section, except that you have more control
over every step. Just make sure that you pass every step before clicking OK.
Calibration => just pass this step, advanced, go directly to next step:
3) star calibration,
This is an important one, leave automatic on and analyse stars
When this is done, click with your right mouse button on the bottom panel an chose e.g. sort on
quality. Then do the same and chose the latest option: create analytical graph
There you can chose quality, star density and number, and star shape
You can see the number of lights till the quality e.g. is not satisfying you anymore:

In this simple example you may consider leaving out the last 3 frames.
You can do this by deselecting the last 3 light frames

Then start normalising your frames, this is a lengthy process but after this step you will have a lot
more possibilities to choose from (e.g. background luminosity ….).
Same procedure, you can refine your choices here.
Once you normalised, the maximum percentage will always be 100%
Also Normalise is a step which is only foreseen in APP, no other program uses this workflow
Then go to the final step integrate, which his described above.

NOTE: IF you want to do an extensive processing and research, please take the long additional step
to save the normalised frames (scroll completely down in left panel) and start with too much frames,
so you can leave out several, what you didn’t normalise, you can’t reuse or you have to start from
the beginning ….
WARNING: this takes a lot of disk space!!!
Advantage: You can start later on where you left and chose whatever frames you want
NOTE2: DO NOT fix yourself on a certain quality %, in register it might be 120% which might be good,
but it may well be 450%. Much more important is creating a graph and look for the quality drops. In
fact the quality is limited by your telescope (A real astrograph 14” with cooled ZWO or ATIK camera
including filters versus a small step in telescope 50mm), the area you’re in (Bortle 4 or 7 is a serious
difference) and last but not least, the area you’re imaging: E.g. areas near our galaxy (casseopeia,
cygnus …) will result in a much higher quality score (much more stars in picture)
One may receive:

Do not panic, this is ok, if interested, check the list of images in the bottom panel, scroll till you find

highlighted lines, just unmark them (i.e. they are not taken into account for the stacking)
Click now with left mouse on those 2 lines, I delete these lines.
You can see that it was near dawn, so it is logical that this analysis failed at calibrating …

Then go to tab 6) Integrate again and scroll down to start integration again
Sometimes you can get:

Sort now on Registration RMS (doing so will place all failed registration lights together)
Select highlighted lines, just unmark them (i.e. they are not considered for the stacking)
Click now with left mouse on those lines, I delete these lines.
You can see that it was near dawn, so it is logical that this analysis failed at registration …
multiple issues: star calibration.

Then go to tab 6) Integrate again and scroll down to start integration again
You should get something like this at the bottom:

Called

, this is your result.

The whole screen looks like this after integration:

I pulled open in the middle (left) the Fits header of the stacked image (see exposure time 2700s, i.e.
270 stacks of 10s in this case). I took the M42, because it’s one of the easiest to capture with respect
to magnitude, but still a bit too low (below 30°) to shoot nice light frames.
I’ll zoom in on a part of the stacked M42 image now (integration 1)

This is a FULL integration i.e. boundaries/edges are bit blurred; this is the non-overlap region

Developing the TIFF
The resulting TIFF will be disappointingly dark. You need to develop it in your favorite
photography application, in most of the same way you develop Stellina’s TIFF. However,
the TIFF generated by APP are 32 bits, 16 bits or 8 bits. Most Photoshop’s tools only
work in 16 bits, so you’ll have to convert the TIFF in 16 bits first. This can be done in
Photoshop. By contrast, Affinity works well in 32 bits and you can keep this depth all
along. If you want to use Topaz DeNoise AI, you’ll also have to convert to 16 bits
beforehand. This can be done from Affinity’s Document menu.

We will now prep our final integration with 9) Tools
important: you must work from top to down if you want to
process the image
1) Batch modify:
Select the part as a rectangle what you want to use
Mostly, the whole picture – blurred merges at the edges
Zoom in and check if you cropped enough
Then scroll on the left panel to the bottom and mark click
“crop ok”
Then you will be asked to safe this image, and format,
chose fits, to keep this format and quality for as long as
possible.
Then double click this file to have it in your viewer.

It will be marked with same file name, and extension mod (from modify)
2) Rotate, might be, vignetting not necessary, Stellina is great �, but then you have light
pollution and background calibration. In theory we need only background calibration, but
light pollution does both and you can check out the quality of your selections.
Check out this example:
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?reload=9&v=ngY1DX7uSu4
3) Last one for us, but very important one: many pictures on the Stellina web site, contain
many “blue” stars which is not natural, if you see the stars in our galaxy corresponding the
Herzprung-Russel diagram.
Check out this example:
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?reload=9&v=ngY1DX7uSu4

Personal touch and finalisation:
Once you have your integration (batch cut out/crop your image) via
first option in tools (9)
Development is done by the right-hand panel; on top you’ll find the
histogram.
Know that on may buttons, levers, pull downs, there is a lot of
additional and elaborated information to help the user in his way
processing the image(s)
Now check that DPP and Auto is marked, eventually saturation as well.
Now use the pull down next to the red question mark. You can play
with these “presets” and see what kind of stretching has what effect.
(The program always starts with 15%BG, 3 sigma, 2.5% base). Then
take your last choice and then start fine tuning by manually adjusting
the levers. The marks 1, 2,3 and 4 is the amount by which you move
the lever to right or left. 1 and 2 are big steps 3 and 4 are small steps.
To lower the steps click on the right figure, to take bigger steps click on
the left figure.
You can zoom in and move your picture by clicking on the picture and
then drag it. You can zoom by clicking a hold down your left mouse and
scroll your mouse wheel up and down to zoom in our out.
Once you have the desired image, save it. PLEASE, don’t forget to mark
the stretch before saving!
Here you can save to fits, tiff (8,16 or32bits) or Jpeg. Best use 16bits
TIFF for check-up or process with Photoshop/lightroom/Topaz DeNoize
AI …
Don’t push it too hard tough �

Conclusion
There would be a lot more to say… But I hope this will be
enough to let you get a first image. Then, the best way to
progress is to experiment… and read APP documentation and a
lot of very good you tube tutorials.
One more advice: for your first attempt, take an easy target,
like a large and bright nebula (M16, M8, M42). If you can see
something on the FITS, it will be easier later. If you have FITS
from M42, start with those, as you’ll then be able to continue
with Vaonis’ TIFF development tutorial on the same object.

